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CSUC Sculpture         Name: _________________ 
Simons 

Handout #6: Patina 

Parts of this handout used information from various sources, including:  
"Methods for Modern Sculptors” Young and Fennell, Wikipedia, Sean Monaghan, Cabrillo College 

Bronze is an alloy consisting primarily of copper, commonly with about 12% tin and often with the addition of other 

metals (such as aluminum, manganese, nickel or zinc) and sometimes non-metals or metalloids such as arsenic, 

phosphorus or silicon. 

An acquired patina can form on the surface of bronze naturally over time due to environmental exposure. Applied 

patinas hasten this process by creating surface coloration through the use of chemicals, heat, fumes, and other reactions. 

There are a great number of recipes and procedures that produce stunning results. 

Italians began using the word “patina” in the 17th century to refer to the green film that is produced on the surface of 

copper. They borrowed the word from Latin, where it means "a shallow dish." (Presumably, the Italian meaning 

developed from the observation of such film forming on copper dishes.) The 19th Century sculptor, Auguste Rodin, 

experimented with adding cupric nitrates over the browns of ferric nitrate and created “Rodin Green”. Look him up.  

The colors of patina range from matte sandstone yellow to deep blues, greens, whites, reds and various blacks. For 

copper alloys, such as bronze, exposure to chlorides leads to green, while sulfur compounds (such as “liver of sulfur”) 

tend towards brown. One of the most common patinas is Liver of Sulfur (potash) which results in a golden-brown to 

almost black color.  Other chemicals include Ferric Nitrate (golds, yellows, browns and reds) and  Cupric Nitrate (greens 

and blues).  They can also be used in layers to achieve a variety of artistic effects. The layers are built up in order to allow 

light to move through them and create a rich depth of colors similar to the glazing technique in painting on canvas. 

While most patinas are applied hot, patinas can also be applied cold.  Cold patinas are used most frequently to make 

repairs. There are multitudes of methods that include fume patinas in solution or buried. Experimentation and 

documentation will help you to decide what you want and how to repeat results.  

Further reading: patinas in antiquity ~ natural and artificial; alchemy; forensic science on modern and ancient 
atmospheric conditions: 
1.  http://cool.conservation-us.org/jaic/articles/jaic44-02-004_indx.html 

2.  https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Alessandra_Giumlia-Mair/publication/
233515509_Alchemy_and_Surface_Treatments_in_Antiquity/links/54ecaf020cf2465f532fea93/Alchemy-and-Surface-
Treatments-in-Antiquity.pdf 

3.  https://web.archive.org/web/20110723062945/http://pia-journal.co.uk/index.php/pia/article/viewArticle/182/250 
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SAFETY…Expect things to be hot to the touch! Label jars; be aware of flammables! Don’t grab anything without a 
gloved hand. Label jars; be aware of flammables, wear heavy rubber gloves, an apron, safety glasses; work outdoors 
whenever possible; wear fume mask; always pour acid into water not vice versa.  FIRST AID: flush eyes for 15 minutes. 
Wash skin with soap. If Nitric acids are swallowed: give 2 glasses of milk or water, induce vomiting.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Assigned Reading  
https://sherisimons.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/the-compleat-sculptor-patina-instructions.pdf 
This link takes you to: “Methods for Modern Sculptors”, Ronald D. Young and Robert A. Fennell pgs. 174 - 208 

https://sherisimons.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/the-compleat-sculptor-patina-instructions.pdf
https://sherisimons.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/the-compleat-sculptor-patina-instructions.pdf
http://cool.conservation-us.org/jaic/articles/jaic44-02-004_indx.html
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Alessandra_Giumlia-Mair/publication/233515509_Alchemy_and_Surface_Treatments_in_Antiquity/links/54ecaf020cf2465f532fea93/Alchemy-and-Surface-Treatments-in-Antiquity.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Alessandra_Giumlia-Mair/publication/233515509_Alchemy_and_Surface_Treatments_in_Antiquity/links/54ecaf020cf2465f532fea93/Alchemy-and-Surface-Treatments-in-Antiquity.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Alessandra_Giumlia-Mair/publication/233515509_Alchemy_and_Surface_Treatments_in_Antiquity/links/54ecaf020cf2465f532fea93/Alchemy-and-Surface-Treatments-in-Antiquity.pdf
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Sources / Instructions 
We have good books and DVDs on patination in the Ira Latour Library Ayres 205: 

1.  “Methods for Modern Sculptors” by Ronald D. Young and Robert A. Fennell. I highly recommend going 

through the patina recipes section and dedicating yourself to trying the ones that appeal to you. See pgs. 

209-258. Our patina chemical inventory at the school is basic so if you intend to be fancy it might cost you 

some allowance money.  

2. “Contemporary Patination” 2nd Edition by Ron Young. There’s nothing comparable to this. Great photos, 
recipes, step by step instructions.  

3. ONLINE:  
www.sculptnouveau.com A good source for purchasing patina chemicals, instructions, etc.:  

There’s a Sculpt Nouveau You Tube channel. It’s pretty awesome. https://www.youtube.com/user/sculptnouveau and 
https://www.youtube.com/user/sculptnouveau/videos 

http://www.sciencecompany.com/Patina-Formulas-for-Brass-Bronze-and-Copper-W160.aspx 

Materials and tools to have in preparation for patina: (decide on your material needs after the demo) 
Scrap bronze and aluminum  
Propane tank/torch set up  
Sandblaster 
Water source 
Distilled water 
Metal bucket 
Chemical respirator or good ventilation 
Protective goggles 
Apron 
Leather gloves 
Latex or nitrile gloves  
Hot pads 
Turntable  
Kiln bricks 
Spray bottles 
Sharpie for labeling  
Sponges cut into 2” x 2” pieces  
Patina mixing containers/cups; plastic containers with lids… you must label EVERYTHING as you go  
Brass brush 
Chip brushes; patina brushes if you can afford them 
Denatured alcohol 
Oil crayons 
Materials for stencils and masking such as screening, lace, etc.  
Clear acrylic spray (i.e., Krylon = Kleercoat)  
Carnauba wax 
Clear spray lacquer - matte or satin 

http://www.sculptnouveau.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/sculptnouveau
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.sciencecompany.com/Patina-Formulas-for-Brass-Bronze-and-Copper-W160.aspx
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Patina chemicals: 
Ferric nitrate 
Cupric nitrate 
Bismuth Nitrate 
Copper Sulfate (= Cupric Sulfate) 
Ferric Chloride 
Tiffany Green 
Stealth Green 
Universal Red Patina 
Titanium Dioxide 
Ammonia Sulfide 
Potash, Sulfated 
Japanese brown 
Slate Black 
Presto black or Liver of Sulphur or “Tool black”;  
Best Black Patina: http://www.seattlefindings.com/Best-Black-Patina_b_7.html 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

VARIABLES TO BE AWARE OF IN THE PATINA PROCESS:  
1. Metal: ratios of copper and tin (other alloys can include silicon, lead, zinc)  
2. Water: mineral content; use distilled water  
3. Surface: very shiny = difficult to patine  
4. Chemicals: freshness, learning when to stop their application; understanding the layering process; 

working  
with weak, medium, and strong levels of water to chemical ratios  

5. Heat: regulation, even heating of all areas, awareness of size and shape variation in the sculpture; 
hollow casts heat fast and dissipate the heat quickly; preheat bricks on top of stand. 

6. Read the directions on any patina container!  

Make tests. Work gradually when applying patina layers. You can also mask an area or abrade away a layer 
to bring up highlights. Start a recipe box of your own. Keep careful records!! Think of this like a canvas... 
light comes in, bounces around thru layers of pigment, hits canvas, bounces back. 

CLEANING THE CAST BEFORE PATINATION 
Welding, chasing mounting must be finished. Get clearance from faculty in order to proceed to patina step. 

Clean the surface, unless applying a rust patina onto a rusty piece. The idea is to get the surface oil-free and 
even out the marks left by chasing — of which there should actually be NONE! Sandblasting will help you 
with this but it will also pit the surface slightly, leaving a matte texture. You may also use 3M Scotchbrite 
pads; or a wire brush. These leave marks, however, if done uniformly, they can actually add a nice texture 
that grabs the patina and makes a richer coloration.  

Get grease off: brush with wet pumice, rub with steel wool, sand with Scotch Brite. Can also scrub with 
Simple Green. In all cases, rinse well and handle with nitrile gloves. Be vigilant to get rid of steel wool dust. 

Pickle: In order to get the bronze ready to accept patina you can soak it in a “pickling solution” (1/4 c. Citric 
Acid or one quart vinegar per gallon of tap water for 1-8 hours).  You can scrub it with a solvent (xylene or 
acetone works well for removing grease), or a bit of soap and water. Rinse it well with clean water. 

http://www.seattlefindings.com/Best-Black-Patina_b_7.html
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STEP 1: CLEAN THE METAL (details above). To clean the piece, choose sanding, sandblasting, or wire-
brushing. The effects are all different so choose carefully. Observing how light bounces off of the piece 
might help with this decision. Sand- blasting leaves tiny textured pitting and obfuscates details. Sanding 
with fine sandpaper leaves lines and removes textures that might be important. Wire brushing leaves a 
matte surface. A highly polished surface isn’t great for patina adherence. In some cases, a mediocre 
chasing technique can be covered up by strategic sanding or die grinding. (shhhhhh-hhh!) 

For hot patinas, follow the next steps  2-5; for cold patinas, skip 2-4, read directions on cold patina labels 

and proceed. Then, go to STEP 5.

STEP 2: SET UP AREA with necessary supplies in easy reach. Use propane torch to preheat brick and 

turntable onto which sculpture will sit. Set the piece on the brick or turntable.  

STEP 3: HEAT SCULPTURE with propane torch to approximately 200°F. Beads of water should sizzle and 

evaporate after 1 second... not ball up and dance around. If the water balls up and bounces off, it is too hot. 

If the water runs off without steaming, it is too cold. Heat evenly to a straw gold color. Pay attention to 

thicker areas that need more heat.  

STEP 4: APPLY THE PATINA to the hot metal. Continue heating with the torch as often as needed to keep the  
metal hot while applying the patina. There are a number of ways to apply it, each creating a different effect.  

~ Spray Bottle – Even coloring  
~ Long haired brush – tortoise shell, marbling, coloring specific areas. 
~ Stippling with shorthaired brush – mottled coloring, marbling.  

STEP 5: SEALING AND FINISHING OPTIONS ~ try each on a separate piece 

A. Burnish cooled piece with soft cloth  

B. Wax the cooled piece: always let wax harden before buffing: up to 10-15 minutes. Do not over apply 

waxes. Burnish between coats. Thinner coats actually work better because they are smoother and shed water 

better. In addition, thin coats can be buffed to a smooth glossy finish while if they are applied too thickly the 

waxes will create white deposits that are difficult to buff out. Be sure the sculpture is completely dry; 

otherwise, the wax will trap the water underneath causing problems later.  

C. Warmed wax or wax on warm piece: apply 1 thin coat, let it dry, burnish; apply 1-2 more coats. Burnish 

between coats. Almost all patinas will darken and perhaps loose some detail when waxed. Warm tones will 

be enhanced and cool tones will be more subdued. To compensate for this, overdo application of cool tones. 

If you don’t like the way the waxed piece looks, you’ll have to burn it off and start all over. The sandblaster 

can be used to remove the patina under the wax after you burn it off. 

D. Spray clear coating (lacquer) or Damar Varnish and call it a day OR cold wax over the lacquer per steps 

above. These sealers should be applied in thin coats. This option helps to keep the patinas as you had them 

and still offer protective coating with lacquer. The wax creates a visual warmth to the surface so that it’s not 

overly shiny. 
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PATINAS  
Simple recipes. Practice these on sample bronze tiles!!!     * = acid based patina 

LIVER OF SULFUR (POTASH)  

This patina will activate for some time so build it slowly. Use a chunk the size of your thumb tip. Add 1 pint 

of water. EXTREMELY LIGHT AND AIR SENSITIVE!!! Keep it in its container, well sealed. If air and light hit it 
for too long, it turns gray and is USELESS. The mixture is only good for 1-2 days in airtight container/

darkness.

This is a base patina used for enhancing contours. It can be an accent patina when on top of other patinas or 

a background, dark patina in the recesses. 

Colors range from browns to warm black. It makes a good base for almost any patina. It can also be used 

alone without other patinas on top and is very durable and probably one of the easiest patinas to maintain.  
For a base coat apply cold with a brush or spray bottle over the entire piece until it is an even gray. Wash 

with water to remove and neutralize the chemical. Highlight by selectively rubbing with steel wool or Scotch 
Brite pad if desired to bring out highlights. Rubbing liver of sulfur to remove it will cause it to have a leaded 

look that is hard to remove – avoid this unless you specifically want a gray patina. 

It can go from gold to warm black.  

AMMONIUM SULFIDE ~  

1-2 Tbs per quart of water (distilled). Apply hot or cold as an undercoat. It can go from light brown to gray to 

charcoal. This can be a base coat. Apply and use a Scotch Brite pad to bring out highlights and leave 
recesses dark.  

FERRIC NITRATE * ~ warm tones

1-2 Tbs. per quart. Apply hot to very hot. It can go from honey to caramel to brown to maroon. Brush or 

“rain” it onto heated surface. Control effects of this patina by heat variation. By itself, it’s brown. The more 
heat on the piece, the more it goes from a purple black to a dark brown. Layering and more heat will create 

burgundy brown. Less heat can create a light gold.  

Heat: hot to very hot. Dab a heavily loaded brush all around. Creates ringlets, known as “tortoise shell”. 

Heavy ferric + heat = rusty brown 

CUPRIC NITRATE* ~ cool tones 
1-2 Tbs. per quart. Apply hot to very hot. Blue or green if lightly over-sprayed with Ferric. 

Very Hot = turquoise  

Cooler = Blue green 
Tip: Try spraying Liver of Sulfur over the green then come back in with cupric nitrate. Try heat-flash to 

‘blossom’.
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TITANIUM DIOXIDE ~  

1-2 Tbs. per quart + 5 drops of Nitric  Acid per quart of mixture. Apply hot to get opaque white or light gray.  

CUPRIC NITRATE and FERRIC NITRATE over LIVER OF SULFUR 

Brush piece with liver of sulfur, hit high points with Scotch Brite  
Rain a light mist of cupric on top, build up slowly to nearly opaque, hit high point with Scotch Brite. Load round brush 

with ferric nitrate and dab onto the surface. 

SLATE BLACK  ~ in solution

Spray hot or brush cooled; build up density then burnish with soft cloth 

BIRCHWOOD CASEY M24  ~in solution

This commercial patina produces a deep black color. It should be used full strength or mixed to a 50/50 mixture. It is 

durable and easily maintained.  
Apply cold with brush or spray bottle to wet surface. Wash off when good even black is achieved and rub with steel 

wool or Scotchbrite pad to bring out highlights if desired.  

BISMUTH NITRATE* over CUPRIC NITRATE* over FERRIC NITRATE* 

From https://www.instructables.com/id/Hot-Patina-on-Bronze/ 
You can follow the link and see photos! 

2 Tbs. chemical to 1 quart water. Mix each one separately.  
Apply the bismuth nitrate with a spray bottle till an opaque white coat is 

achieved. Build it up just enough to cover the bronze. Not too thick. Subsequent 

layers will need to form a chemical bond to the bronze so don’t overdo it. Next 

brush on ferric nitrate. Keep piece warm by applying heat periodically. Stippling 

will create a modeled effect. Continue heating and dabbing ferric nitrate to the 

entire piece. Rotate brush in your hand to avoid repetitive patterning. Apply 

cupric nitrate. Use it to accentuate specific parts. Focus the heat on certain areas 

to get darker tones. You can put the torch flame directly on the cupric just after 

it’s applied, making it go opaque bluish-green. Note: if working cool, don’t drag 

the chemicals underneath. You’ll get a muddy patina. Dry brushing can bring out 

texture of the piece: shake most of the chemical off the brush and very lightly 

brush the high areas of the piece. This will be an opaque patina so it’s best to wax it when the piece has cooled: 2 coats 

of carnauba wax. Stipple it over the entire piece, let it set for a few minutes, rub it off with a clean, soft cloth. 

(microfiber). Apply a thin second coat and buff it out to give a little sheen.

HEAT ~ (yellow to black) can color the metal in a range of colors from yellow to black just through kiln or torch heating. 

It’s not very permanent but the color can be somewhat preserved by spraying it with a clear coat (lacquer... various 

shines i.e., satin, gloss) then waxing over that or just waxing it without undercoat sealer. 

https://www.instructables.com/id/Hot-Patina-on-Bronze/

